
Ohrupad 

It has not yet been determined when ;ind who created the 

phrupad. Various exponcnt1 have given dlfforent view~ regarding 

this. Some experts believer, that the Dhrupild onn<t into extstance 

in the 13th Century while others ;,ire of the opinion that Raja 

Maan singh Tom er of Gwaliar crea ted this in the 15th Century. 

Whatever it be, one thing Is certain that Raja Maan Sin6h Torner 

played an important rule in popularising the Dhrupad, At that 

time Dhrupad singers were known as '' Ka lavant" and four styles 

of Dhrupad were famous at the time of Akbar 

(1) Gobarhaar (2) Khandhaar 

(3) Dagur {4) Nohar 

It is said Gobarhaar style was of Taansen, Khand haar style 

was of Naubaad Kha (Samokhan Singh was named as Naubaad 

Kha when he become son in law of Taansen), Dagur style was of 

Braj Chand and Nahar style was of Rajput Shrichand. 

Dhrupad is a song of serious nature. The lungs and throat 

are enormously strained while singing the Dhrupad. It was more 

popular in medieval times. Generally Dhrupad have four parts -

Sthyai, Antara, sanchari and aabhog. Presently in general only 

two parts of Dhrupad are sung i.e. sthayi and antara. The words 

are mostly from Braj language, hindi and urdu. There is 

dominance of bravery and romance in this. Dhrupad is sung in 

the beats of the Pakhavaj in chaartaal, brnhmataal, sooltaal, 

teevra, mattataal, sikhartaal etc. Dhrupad used to be 

accompanied by the Pakhavaj but with the decline in its use, 

now Dhrupad is sung with the tabla itself. Dhrupad is begun 

with a detailed alaap of nom-tom which also has four parts. The 

speed of the alaap is gradually increased from its third part and 

gamak also starts from this point. In Dhrupad khatka, taan and 

fast pices are not sung but meend and gamak are used in plenty. 

After alaap Dhrupad is sung with all its parts and then with 

different ways and difficult speed (layakaries) is played. Layakari 

has a special place in it. With the words of composition, different 

layakaries are shown. 
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Khyal 
Thi s is a word taken from the persian language. The 

meaning of this word is imagination. Since this form of a song 
gives importance to the imagination of the singer, experts named 
it Khyal. A lot of attention is paid towards the decoration of the 
not es. So we can define Khyal as "A kind of geet in which alaap, 
t aa n, khatka, kaa,n with different alankaras follows the rules of 
the raag, is called Khyal." 

In Khyal, emphasis is laid on the clarity of the notes. Gamak, 
which is an important part pf Dhrupad-Dhamar is sparingly used 
in Khyal. Some musicians use gamak a lot even in Khyal. In Khyal, 
rhyt hem is not important as Dhrupad-Dhamar, but the beauty of 
the notes is given special attention. Romance is dominant in 
t his form of song. Khyal is of two types one is vitambit and another 
is Drut. Now we will discuss vilambit and Drut Khyal. 

fa ) Vilambit Khyal or Slow Composition : This is sung in 
a slow rhythm hence it is called vilambit khyal or bada khyal. It 
is accompanied by tabla and ektaal, tilwalda, jhumra, jhaptaal, 
aada chartaal etc are played with bada khyal. Very few words 
are used in Khyal and it has only two parts. First part is known as 
sth ayi and second part is known as antara. The initial stanza of 
khyal usually has two to five matras. Some musicians sing 
detailed alaap before beginning of bada khyal but some musicians 
are against this. At present some singers sing detailed alaap in 
nom-tom. Though non-tom alaap is a part of Dhrupad-Dhamar. 
Af t er singing the sthayi-antara, in the mid of Khyal singers 
enhance the Khyal by alaap maintaining the purity of the raag. 
In alac1 p meend, khatka, murki, kan etc. are used. After alaap the 
singer sings word alaap, taan etc in khyal. 

It is said that the Hussain Sharki, the sultan of Jaunpur 
was t he inventor of bada Khayal in the 15th century. There are 
other opinions too about the inventor of bada khayal but un less 
some proper proof is found, Hussain Sharki will have to be 
con sidered as th e inventor of the bada khyal. Mohammad Shah 



Rangile and his courtier) s J 

I Th ,l l ii r .1111~ ..i nd /\d,)rrJn r, r_r ,,,1t,,d rna"y 

khay_a s. en Mannrang created khya las and hr• wJr, follow~d 

by Ddrang, Harnang Darsh · h 
, ap1ya w o crea ted milny kh;,y;}I', ,t', 

well as words for the kh ayals. 

(b) Chhota Khayal or Drut/ Fast compoc; ition : A·, ,t , . 

clear from _the name, chhota kh ayal is sung in fa ~t rhythm . fh1 tj 

also contains only two parts. The first part is known a•, ,thayi 

and second part is known as Antara. It is sung in teentai1!, <.: ~tJ;il, 

jhaptaal, aada chartaal, roopak etc. It is accompanied by the 

tabla. The dif~erence between bada and chhota khyala is con fined 

to its rhythm and nature. The sequence of th e ~inging in both 

cases is almost similar as alaap, taan, sa rgam, bahalava, mecnd, 

kan, khatka, murki etc. 

It is said that Ammer Khusro invented th e drut Khayal on 

the basis of quawalies in the 14th century. 

Tarana 
This style of song is characteri sed by wo rds without 

meaning such as nom-tom, tanan, naadir, dir, dani, tadani, ali, 

yalali etc. The tarana is sung in all raags and taa ls of Khayal. 

The speed of the song is gradually increased from the medium 

and ends when it has reached the maximum speed. The main 

aim of tarana is to improve the throat, to understand rhythm and 

to practice pronunciation. By singing tarana in short rhythm 

improves the clarity of the voice. Tarana is sung after the chhota 

khayal. Some taranas are found even in th e vi lambit laya {slow 

speed) but this is rare. Some taranas may somet imes even contain 

the bools of the tabla or pakh avaj . Th e singing style of tarana 

resembles to that of khayal.Bahadur Hussain Kha, Natthu Kha, 

Nissar Husain Kha, Pt. Vinayak Rao Patwardhan and Pt. Kri shna 

Rao were the famous singers of Tarana . A Tarana of raa g 

Malkauns is given below : 

Tom Taanna Tan Derena Tavdhare Tare Dani, Todani Nadrey 

Ta Dare Dani. Yare Yo Yoliyala Ya/a Laley Ton Derena Tan 

Dereno Todaani Oho Ki t tak Dhumkit Oheto Ka don Oho. 
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